PAW PRINTS OF LOVE ANTHOLOGY
Chasing Love - P.L Harris
Love can call on us in the most unusual places. In this fictional seaside town of
Stonecrest Bay, love is on the horizon and the one place you’re sure to run into the
unexpected is The Funny Bone, Dee Chambers’ dog grooming salon.
A solo-dad comes to Stonecrest Bay to start a new life with his young son. A fourlegged pastry loving friend causes havoc in more ways than one. A house-sitter finds
herself in a hair-raising chocolaty situation. A man bent on finding a replacement farm
dog finds more than he planned at the town fair. A new resident arrives with hidden
secrets. A young couple break up because he chose his dog. And a pro surfer finds
unexpected romance.
Readers will be swept up in these stories of—young love blossoming, heartache and
healing, old lost loves rekindled, of new hearts connecting in Stonecrest Bay where
the unpredicted could stroll around the next corner. There’s a story for everyone in this
light-hearted collection of romance stories that reminds us that it’s all for the love of
dogs.
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P.L. HARRIS
P.L. Harris writes contemporary romance, romantic suspense with a twist of mystery
and intrigue. Her books are rich in storyline and location with characters that stay with
you long after you turn the last page. She is published with Serenity Press, Blue Swan
Publishing, Evernight Publishing and Gumnut Press.
P.L. Harris is an award-winning author. Hidden Secrets was a finalist in the Oklahoma
Romance Writers of America’s 2017 IDA International Digital Awards, young adult
category. Callie’s Dilemma, a finalist in the Virginia Romance Writers of America’s 2017
Fools of Love Contest, short contemporary romance short category.
In His Protection was a finalist in the Romance Writers of Australia 2019 Emerald Pro
Award. (Withdrawn due to receiving a publishing contract with Gumnut Press). In His
Protection also won first place in the Colorado Romance Writers 2019 Rocky Mountain
Cover Contest, romantic suspense category. A true romantic at heart, Peta believes
everyone deserves their own happily ever after.
"Oh my goodness, it is such a treat! With ten different authors contributing,
the book weaves together the love stories of several different couples
from all over Stonecrest Bay, Every story is uniquely charming, and jampacked full of love...and dogs!"
GOODREADS REVIEWER.
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